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Abstract Studies based on databases, medical records

and registers are used extensively today in epidemiological

research. Despite the increasing use, no developed

methodological literature on use and evaluation of popu-

lation-based registers is available, even though data col-

lection in register-based studies differs from researcher-

collected data, all persons in a population are available and

traditional statistical analyses focusing on sampling error

as the main source of uncertainty may not be relevant. We

present the main strengths and limitations of register-based

studies, biases especially important in register-based stud-

ies and methods for evaluating completeness and validity

of registers. The main strengths are that data already exist

and valuable time has passed, complete study populations

minimizing selection bias and independently collected

data. Main limitations are that necessary information may

be unavailable, data collection is not done by the

researcher, confounder information is lacking, missing

information on data quality, truncation at start of follow-up

making it difficult to differentiate between prevalent and

incident cases and the risk of data dredging. We conclude

that epidemiological studies with inclusion of all persons in

a population followed for decades available relatively fast

are important data sources for modern epidemiology, but it

is important to acknowledge the data limitations.
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Research based on databases, medical records and registers

are used more extensively than ever. During the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries few disease registers existed, with

the Leprosy Registry in Norway [1] as the oldest followed

by several tuberculosis registers [2]. In many countries, e.g.

United Kingdom, Canada and Australia, research databases

have been implemented [3]. The breakthrough in use of

Nordic registers happened with the introduction of the

unique personal identification number in 1964–1969 mak-

ing individual-level linkage between registers possible in a

reliable manner [4–7]. Administrative and research regis-

ters [8–10] were established with information about dis-

eases, contact to the health care system, education and

income.

An increasing amount of health care data is available for

epidemiological research [8]. The importance of registra-

tion systems is not only due to the large amount of social

and health events recorded, but even more to long follow-

up time with data available for many years [4].

Numerous examples of novel results exist due to the

possibility of performing register-based studies. One

example is case–control studies suggesting that induced

abortions increased breast cancer risk [11, 12]. However, a

Danish register-based cohort study including all Danish

women born from April 1935 through March 1978 found

no overall association between induced abortion and risk of

breast cancer [13] based on data in the Register of Legally

Induced Abortions [14] and the Danish Cancer Registry

[15]. This study suggests that bias (e.g. recall or selection)

might have influenced the results from the case–control

studies.

Studies of detrimental effects of drugs taken by children

or pregnant women on the unborn child could not be

conducted in randomized trials due to ethical reasons.

Furthermore, self-reported exposure data on prescribed
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drugs may be influenced by recall bias. Register-based

information on drug use, outcomes and co-morbidities

offer important possibilities. An example is a register-

based case–control study where researchers reported that

oral contraceptive use in early pregnancy do not increase

the risk of hypospadias in male offsprings [16].

Despite the increasing use of registers, there is no devel-

oped methodological literature on how to use and evaluate

population-based registers and administrative databases.

One could argue that the only difference is that register-

based epidemiological studies are based on another data

source compared to traditional epidemiological studies

based on surveys or clinical information. In some aspects

this is correct: Any study based on data from registers

should be designed with the same critical approach as

studies based on other data sources, e.g. specifying

hypotheses, estimating sample size, considering study

design, and evaluating bias and statistical precision to

obtain valid answers [9, 10]. The concepts of originality

and credibility are essential in register-based epidemiology

as in all medical research.

On the other hand, there are some noticeable differences

between register-based epidemiological studies including

the whole population and other epidemiological studies

based on sampling within a population often including self-

reported information on exposure, confounders and out-

come. One difference is the connection between the

research question and data [17, 18]. In traditional epide-

miological studies the researcher collects her own data,

while in register-based studies data are extracted from

registers, where e.g. administrators have collected and

entered data in the register. This limits the control of the

data collection both with respect to variables collected, but

also the content of variables, which is often collected with

other aims than research. Dans [19] argues that data sets

completed for billing purposes and constructed mainly by

financial experts differ substantially from those constructed

by clinicians caring for patients. Hsia et al. [20] have

shown a diagnostic drift towards diagnoses with higher

costs, which influences the validity of disease classifica-

tions in hospital systems. However, data have been col-

lected prospectively in that information on exposure is not

influenced by later diagnosis of disease, thereby minimiz-

ing the risk of recall bias [21]. Misclassification of expo-

sure and outcome will often be non-differential because it

will probably be the same for all population groups and

will therefore tend to underestimate the true association.

Another difference is that registers are population-based

with the possibility of including all persons in a defined

population. This limits the influence of (and to some extent

exclude) selection bias in register-based studies compared to

studies based on a sample from a population, which further-

more could be influenced by sub-optimal participation rates.

Finally, traditional mathematically oriented statistical

analyses with focus on sampling error as the main source of

uncertainty may not be as relevant in register-based studies,

because sampling error may not be the most appropriate

when including the total population. Further, traditional

statistical significance may not be of interest in massive

number of observations in the data sets, because even

practically unimportant differences easily become statisti-

cally significant within large data sets.

In this paper we define relevant concepts, present

strengths and limitations of register-based epidemiological

studies and discuss epidemiological biases especially to be

considered in register-based studies.

Definitions

In this article we use the definition of a register given by

the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe and

Wallgren and Wallgren in that a register should be a

complete listing and each individual should be identifiable

for updating [22, 23]. Samples and anonymized complete

listings of individuals are therefore not registers. Base

registers is one group of registers of great importance to

statistical systems as they keep stock of the population at

any given time and contain link to other base registers [5,

22, 23]. In all Nordic countries, at least three base registers

are defined: register on persons (population register, link-

age key is the personal identification number), business

register (linkage key is the business identification number)

and register on properties (real estate, buildings and

dwellings, linkage key is the building and housing identi-

fication number) [5, 22, 23]. It is possible to link persons

with firms and properties by these unique linking keys.

The title of this paper is the contradiction between a

sample and the entire population. The sample of a register-

based study has the possibility of encompassing the whole

population of a given country in a given time period. Even

though the sample of a register-based study includes all

residents of a country (e.g. all Danes in a given period) this

can be considered as a sample of a larger potential popu-

lation over time and geography and thereby as a realization

of a stochastic process. In medical research we often wish

to generalize the results from one register-based study to

other populations or the same population including future

cases. The study population is the residents of a given

population but the hypothetical target population is larger.

The (finite) population at a given time might be considered

as a sample (i.e. a realization) of a larger theoretical pop-

ulation sometimes referred to as the super-population [24].

Traditionally, statistical inference (e.g. hypothesis test-

ing and p values) is defined as drawing conclusions about a

population based on a sample from the population with the
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error term based on sampling error. In register-based

studies we still consider the outcome measured with error

and predict the outcome or future cases using an underlying

probability model. The unobserved (latent) variables and

the uncertainty of the outcome introduce the error terms.

When including data from a number of years in register-

based studies the error term might be based on year-to-year

variations by introducing year as a random term in the

model. Finally, resampling-based tests can be used (e.g.

randomization and permutation tests, bootstrapping and

jackknifing) where data at hand are used and inference is

based on repeated random allocation of the actual data

values [25].

In conclusion, statistical inference is appropriate in

register-based studies. However, the influence of chance is

low because of the massive number of observations in the

data sets.

Strengths of register-based epidemiology

Register-based epidemiological studies have several

strengths (Textbox 1). Using registers in epidemiological

studies can be seen as research economy in a broad sense in

that if registers were not available the same studies could

have been done, but with much higher costs [6, 21, 26].

This argument is true when registers already have been

established for other reasons than research, but in situations

where no registers are available, the initiation, develop-

ment and maintenance of registers may have higher costs

than data collection for one specific research study.

The first strength is that data already exist, which makes

data collection faster and less expensive to conduct [8–10,

21, 26]. Furthermore, register-based studies often have

large sample size and therefore great statistical power,

which makes studies of rare exposures and outcomes

possible [4, 6, 27]. A third strength is that registers typi-

cally are complete as far as the persons in the target pop-

ulation are concerned [9, 10, 26], which ensures

representativeness and studies of associations in a real-

world setup. The completeness minimizes the effects of

selection bias due to non-response and loss to follow-up

(attrition bias). This also makes it possible to focus on

small sub-populations, e.g. persons in a specific area or

with a special combination of socio-economic attributes.

This is a great strength compared to surveys or health

examinations, which often are influenced by sub-optimal

participation rates [6].

A fourth strength is that the collection of data has been

done independently of the study, and this often reduces

various types of bias such as recall and influence of the

diagnostic process determined by the study [9, 10, 26]

assuring non-differential, independent classification errors.

This also comes from the fact that the information is col-

lected before the project ensuring prospective data

collection.

Fifthly, valuable time has passed; many health problems

manifest themselves many years after exposure and exist-

ing registers are thus especially valuable when studying

diseases with a long latency period between exposure and

disease manifestation and when inferences on induction

and latent periods are needed [9, 10, 26]. This strength is

vital for many health outcomes studied in modern epide-

miology [6] and also makes studies of long-term trends in

disease incidence possible. A specific aspect of this is

diseases that occur in families, where registers make inter-

generation studies and studies among siblings, half-siblings

and twins possible [28].

A sixth strengths is that it is possible to adjust for some

confounders available for the whole population [27] and

that information on administrative conditions is often reg-

istered with very high completeness and validity [6, 29].

These variables include educational level, income, housing,

family membership, hospitalizations, visits to general

practitioners, reimbursement of drugs and vital status [4,

30]. Such data will often have higher validity than self-

reported data.

Limitations of register-based epidemiology

Register-based epidemiological studies also have limita-

tions, which are important to recognize (Textbox 2). Data

in registers are pre-collected whereby necessary informa-

tion may be unavailable, un-acquired, inaccurate or mis-

classified [27]. Data selection and quality are defined by

the register and not controlled by the researcher [9, 10].

Textbox 1 Strenghts of register-based data for research

1. Data already exist

2. Large sample size

3. Data are complete as far as the persons in the target population

- Limited/no selection bias

- No attrition bias

- Possibility to study rare exposure and outcome measures

- Information of exposures and outcomes for the whole population

4. Data are collected independently of research questions

- Prospective data collection

- No differential misclassification

5. Valuable time has passed

- Possibility to study diseases in families (generation studies)

6. Adjustment for confounders available to the whole population

7. Sometimes registers have the information of exposure and

outcome of interest
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The registers are ‘‘the administrators’ view of the world’’

and the researcher is limited to use definitions from

administrative practices [27]. Registers contain information

on the citizens in relation to public administrators and

researchers are distant from the actual data collection.

Furthermore, research topics need to suit the registers.

Finally, it is often hard to know exactly how data are

generated.

When using data from registers for research purposes

the researcher is limited to use the variables recorded and

included in the registers. Furthermore, the researcher is

limited to the level of detail and coding used in the reg-

isters. Sometimes coded diagnoses are not the most rele-

vant and there may be variation in coding practice between

persons, between departments, between institutions or over

time [31], e.g. when using new coding systems or incom-

plete coding seen among seriously ill patients [32, 33].

Register data sometimes also lack important informa-

tion, such as information not reported to the register or not

registered due to low registration frequency. An illness can

progress and diagnosing the disease might be done at a

later stage. As an example the appropriateness of using the

psychiatric diagnosis at the first psychiatric admission has

been challenged [27]. Sudden declines in income are

unrecorded. Changes in threshold for admission (e.g.

deinstitutionalization) can change hospitalization rates,

which could influence register-based incidence and preva-

lence data [27]. Register data only include information on

legitimately earned money and approved educations.

American studies have shown that there may be a diag-

nostic drift towards diagnoses that have higher costs [20].

Another limitation is lack of confounder information.

Often registers only contain limited and unspecific con-

founder information. This limitation together with the fact

that register-based studies often have great statistical power

to detect small effect sizes makes register-based studies

prone to confounding [34]. Sometimes information on

potentially important confounding variables is available in

registers only at a point in time that is not relevant to the

question at hand [35]. Important examples in pharmaco-

epidemiology are healthy drug-use effect and healthy drug-

adherer effect [34] and in clinical epidemiology informa-

tion on clinical status is important. By creative and clinical

use of ICD-codes one can get an impression of patient’s

clinical status [9, 10]. Several methods have been proposed

to study the influence of confounding, e.g. sensitivity

analyses based on an array of informed assumptions or

external adjustment with confounder information from an

internal or external sample, have been proposed [36], but

only few studies have compared these methods [37].

Another method to control for measured and unmeasured

confounders is use of instrumental variables [38, 39]. An

instrumental variable is defined by two criteria: It causes

variation in the treatment variable (exposure) and it does

not have a direct effect on the outcome variable, only

indirectly through the exposure. When this is satisfied it

facilitates causal inference from observational studies even

if some confounders are unmeasured [38, 39]. Instrumental

variable methods are not suited for small sample sizes,

which is usually not a matter of concern in register-based

studies and the methods are an attractive possibility in

register-based studies. An example is the register-based

study of chemotherapy for advanced lung cancer among

elderly in the Survival, Epidemiology, and End Result

tumor registry, where regional variation in chemotherapy

was used as an instrument [40]. The study showed that

chemotherapy was associated with significantly lower

mortality in this patient group and the study supported that

the instrumental variable in fact was randomly distributed

with regard to measured confounders.

A third limitation is missing data. For many variables in

registers only few missing data are observed, but often it is

not clear what missingness means. It could mean that an

event (i.e. exposure or outcome) did not happen or could

mean the same as a specific category, e.g. in the Income

register a missing value means the lowest income. One

important concept is under-coverage, e.g. among immi-

grants the highest educational level is often missing in

Danish registers or educational attainment is often missing

for persons with education taken abroad [29].

Documentation of registers and classifications used

(metadata) are crucial for register-based studies. Metadata

describe data and variables by giving definitions of popula-

tions, objects, variables, methodology and quality [23]. There

is an increasing need for metadata in register-based research.

In surveys and other datasets with own data collection this

information is available, which is a great difference between

register-based data and research project data.

Textbox 2 Limitations of register-based data for research

1. Data are pre-collected by others than researchers

- Necessary information may be unavailable or misclassified

- Often hard to know exactly how data are generated

- Limited to use variables in register

- Variation in coding between persons and institutions

- Coding used in registers may not be detailed

2. Lack of confounder information

3. Missing data difficult to handle

- Difficult to know what missingness means

- Under-coverage

4. Low or unknown data quality

5. Left truncation

6. Data dredging and misleading post hoc analysis

7. Unimportant differences become statistical significant
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A fourth limitation is evaluation of data quality. Often it

is only possible to validate register data by themselves, e.g.

through cross-tabulations between different registers [27],

and it is often not possible to validate register data against a

golden standard that cannot be established [9, 10].

A fifth limitation is that data from registers are truncated

by start of registration (left truncation) [27]. As an example

consider a register-based study of breast cancer incidence.

A woman hospitalized for breast cancer before cancer

registration was initiated will be classified as healthy. Any

re-admission for breast cancer will be wrongly classified as

an incident breast cancer case. This phenomenon will

overestimate the incidence especially in the first years of

registration, while the prevalence of disease will be

underestimated especially for diseases with low morbidity

and few contacts to hospitals.

The large number of available data may lead to data

dredging and misleading post hoc analysis [9, 10]. The

temptation to use registers for research because they are

large and include a defined population is understandable

[19, 28], but the process of first identifying the data, and

then proceed to the question is not good science. However,

explorative studies may use large databases for generating

hypothesis for further studies.

Finally, unimportant differences may become statistical

significant in large-scale register-based studies. Therefore,

it is important to interpret not only the significance level

but also the size of the risk estimates and evaluate whether

they have public health or clinical relevance.

Epidemiological bias especially to consider in register-

based studies

One important bias to consider especially in register-based

studies is confounding due to lack of data of important

confounders or only crude information on confounders

(residual confounding) [28]. In the Nordic countries,

information on socio-economic factors as educational

level, income, occupation, transfer payments or housing

conditions are available for all citizens. Studies have shown

that socio-economic factors correlate with lifestyle factors

such as smoking, physical activity and diet [41, 42] and

that adjusting for the socio-economic factors may be proxy

variables of lifestyle factors.

In some instances comorbidity is important to include in

the analyses to adjust for differences in morbidity in order to

make appropriate comparisons. This is especially important

in studies of survival after diagnosis or effectiveness of

treatment. Several indexes have been proposed [43], e.g. the

Charlson’s index [44] and its many different refinements

[45, 46] or the Chronic Disease Score reflecting prescribed

medications [47] also extended to administrative registers

[43]. In general, it is important to have insights into the

coding of secondary diagnoses in a hospital administrative

system, e.g. in some countries the use of secondary diag-

noses influence the payment for a given treatment, which

may result in over-reporting of some unimportant diseases

thereby overestimating the comorbidity of a given patient. It

is also important to consider which comorbidities could

influence the association studied and maybe include just

indicators of important comorbidities. Often the indexes are

not specific enough for the particular study and it has been

suggested that weights for a given comorbidity index should

be derived by study-specific weights [43].

Sensitivity analyses can be used to evaluate the influ-

ence of unmeasured confounders [48] and is suggested

being used to evaluate the robustness of the results with

respect to unmeasured confounding [49]. Schneeweiss [36]

suggests using external information or sensitivity analyses

in database studies of therapeutics to evaluate the influence

of unmeasured confounders. He shows that the inclusion of

external information on confounders could be implemented

in a case study of COX2 inhibitors and myocardial

infarction showing that five confounders only slightly

changed the unadjusted result [37].

Often information on exposure is only a proxy for the

variables of interest probably reflecting misclassification. In

the case of non-differential misclassification (which is often

the most pronounced since it is unrelated to the outcome of

interest) this will in general result in attenuation of effects at

least for binary exposures [28, 50]. In parallel, outcome

misclassification will most often be non-differential since it

is unrelated to the exposure of interest and probably closer

related to the diagnostic process recorded in the register.

The risk estimates in register-based studies are often small

and non-differential misclassification could influence the

final conclusion by removing significant effects due to this

misclassification, e.g. for disease outcomes registered with

low sensitivity an important association between exposure

and outcome could be rejected because of non-differential

misclassification.

In the Nordic countries, register-based epidemiological

studies are based on exact linkage by the unique personal

identification number of all residents in each country [4, 5].

The number is unique as it follows each person throughout

her life and the same number is never given to a new

person. In other countries without this unique personal

identification number, methods have been developed to

make probabilistic record linkage [51]. Studies have shown

that these automatic methods give satisfactory results

[52, 53], e.g. false-positive linkage rates of 2.2–4.7 %

(over-inclusion) when linking emergency medical service

data to hospital discharge data [52].

Finally, an investigator using registers for information

on exposure or outcome should always make sure that all
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studied individuals are at risk at all times. Often it is

necessary to choose persons who experience some event in

the future (i.e. conditioning on the future), e.g. everyone

included must survive for a specific period. Often this

period of immortality comes from one of the entry criteria

into the cohort. In this situation all analyses should exclude

the period of risk time until entry criteria is met. If this

immortal risk time is included the incidence rates will be

underestimated because the denominator is inflated.

Another example is the exclusion of persons unexposed

before the occurrence of disease but exposed after disease

occurrence. This may underestimate the risk of disease

among unexposed persons thereby resulting in an upward

biased risk estimate. The discussion of the paper by Dr.

Kripke illustrates this bias [54].

Validity of registers

Validity of registers could be characterized as complete-

ness (i.e. whether all individuals are included in the reg-

ister), and validity of the variables included (i.e. whether

all information on the persons are collected and whether

the information registered is correct) [8].

The first dimension (completeness) refers to the pro-

portion of individuals in the target population with the

disease of interest, which is correctly included in the dis-

ease register. Completeness is closely related to sensitivity

and positive predictive value (Table 1). Completeness

could be evaluated by comparing the register of interest

with another data source believed to be complete. This was

done in a study of the Danish Registry on Regular Dialysis

and Transplantation containing all Danish patients being

actively treated for end-stage renal disease [55]. The reg-

ister was linked with the Danish National Patient Register

containing all admitted patients at Danish hospitals since

1977 [56] showing that the register had a completeness of

97.2 % [55].

Another method is to compare the aggregated number of

cases in a register with the total number in another data

source, or, alternatively, to calculate the expected number

of cases by applying rates from demographically similar

populations. This was done in a study of toxic hepatitis

where 512 cases were registered in the Danish National

Patient Register from 1981 to 1985 [57]. During the decade

1978–1987 the Danish Board of Adverse Reactions to

Drugs received 1,100 reports on hepatotoxicity. The

authors concluded that these two figures were in close

agreement thereby supporting an acceptable completeness

of the Danish National Patient Register.

A third method is the capture–recapture method used to

estimate the sensitivity of two case-finding methods [58].

The total number of cases can be calculated by assuming

that the population of interest is closed (i.e. there is no

change in the population during the investigation), that the

presence of a case in the first sample is not influenced by

the presence of the same case in the second sample, that

cases sampled on both occasions can be identified and

matched and each case has an equal chance of being

included in each sample. This method has been used in

several studies to estimate the prevalence of a disease and

to evaluate the completeness of one data source [59, 60].

Alternative methods can be used to estimate the population

size for open populations modeling capture heterogeneity

[61].

A fourth method is to make a comprehensive patient

chart review to evaluate whether all patients with a given

disease is correctly classified into the register. This could

be done in hospital discharge systems, where all cases

should be registered, but some may be misclassified. This

is a costly and time-consuming method, but is perhaps the

most definite method when evaluating completeness of a

particular register.

The second dimension is validity of the variables

included and is the extent to which a variable measures

what it is intended to measure. Important measures for

validity are sensitivity, specificity and predictive value

(both positive and negative) (Table 1).

Commonly, the validity of a register is performed by

patient chart review of persons identified with a given

disease in a register (case-to-case evaluation) and calculate

the ratio between the number of correctly registered per-

sons and all registered persons in the register [62–65]. This

measures the positive predictive value of the registration

(Table 1). An example is a study of persons with epilepsy

diagnosis in the Danish National Patient Register including

a random sample of 200 patients with an epilepsy diagnosis

in the register and extracted information on several clinical

characteristics from patient records [63]. One neurologist

Table 1 Relationship between terms in evaluation of validity disease

outcome

Disease status (gold standard)

Sick Healthy

Test outcome

Test positive True positive

(A)

False positive

(B)

Positive

predictive

value

A/(A ? B)

Test negative False negative

(C)

True negative

(D)

Negative

predictive

value

D/(C ? D)

Sensitivity

A/(A ? C)

Specificity

D/(B ? D)

Total
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blinded towards the specific diagnosis of the patient clas-

sified the patients according to criteria. The authors found a

positive predictive value of 81 % [63].

This method is valuable and sheds light on one dimension

of registration validity, but does not contain information on

true negatives. This means that when performing careful

validity study as described above the incidence rate will be

underestimated, because false negatives (C, Table 1) will be

considered true negatives (D, Table 1).

The demand for high completeness and validity depends

on the research question. In descriptive studies of disease

frequency and in follow-up studies high completeness and

validity are important, but in some analytical studies of

association between exposure and outcome, high validity

of outcome assessment is often more important than high

completeness. In case–control studies it is more important

that case ascertainment does not influence exposure clas-

sification than high completeness.

Conclusion

Despite intensive use of registers for research, a developed

methodological literature is not available. We presented

main strengths and limitations of registers for research.

Furthermore, most important biases in register-based

studies and methods for evaluating the validity of registers

were discussed. We advance that register-based studies

have important strengths compared to other data sources,

but researchers should acknowledge the limitations and

biases in epidemiological studies based on registers.

An important use of registers is linkage with research

data, e.g. surveys. Hereby it is possible to add important

background information and outcomes of interest from

registers. Even if the missing data in a research study are

not available there may be similar data or proxy measures

in other registers. One important use of national register

data is to study selection bias related to non-response.

Epidemiological studies with inclusion of all persons in

a population followed for decades are important in modern

epidemiology. The strengths of register-based studies are

important to know and biases and limitations should also

be highlighted for the scope of the results. In this paper we

have presented the main strengths, limitations, biases and

methods for evaluating validity of register-based studies.
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